An interview with the daughter of Kenneth Arnold.

Well known UFO investigator Paola Harris interviews the daughter of the man who started the UFO revolution

Origins of the UFO Phenomenon.

MUFON state director John Ventre looks at alternative reasons for the presence of ET’s here on the Earth
Aliens Are Here To Save The World

By Mark Bennett
When I tell people what I do for a living, the first question they always ask is: “So do aliens actually exist?” To which, I obviously reply: “Yes.” These days, although people find my line of work unusual, few people, even scientists, seem to have a problem with the idea that we are not alone in the universe. This is a very positive development in human psychology; it is not that long ago that some of our “greatest thinkers” (so-called) were so conditioned and closed-minded as to rule out the possibility of any other life-forms anywhere in all the vastness of the universe – and certainly any life-forms more intelligent than us.

If you believe in God, and believe that the most intelligent thing he has ever created is a human being, then my response would be that he hasn’t done a very good job! The next psychological barrier for people to get through is to accept the overwhelming evidence that extraterrestrials not only exist, but are visiting Earth. That beings from other planets are here, now, watching us. This is a far greater test of credulity than just believing that aliens exist somewhere in a galaxy far, far away. In part the reason for this is fear – fear of the unknown. To believe something you do not understand exposes you to potential anxiety; and the only way to assuage this anxiety is to think deeply and investigate the subject. This requires mental and physical effort – effort few are willing to expend!

Being completely convinced that alien intelligences are indeed here among us, this question ceases to hold any interest for me, because it is no longer a question. Rather, it is the platform for another, far more interesting question: Why are they here?

Our visitors are not hostile

Common sense would indicate that our extraterrestrial visitors cannot be hostile. Why? Because we are still here. If aliens are visiting Earth, they must be more technologically advanced than we are – because they can get here, and we can’t get there. Technology exists even at our level of scientific development on Earth to destroy the entire population of the planet. So imagine the weapons’ capability of an advanced species hell-bent on global colonisation or complete destruction!

There is, at present, a great misconception in some circles that all the evil on Earth – or at least a very great deal of it – is caused by extraterrestrials that have infiltrated governments and are now in other prominent positions as well. This is not true. This is in fact a lie which has been designed to appeal to that weak part of our minds which loathes responsibility. It is a much more comfortable thought to believe that the problems on Earth are not our fault, but the fault of some ghastly alien invader, against whom we have little hope of protecting ourselves.

The truth is that the problems on Earth are problems created by us.

We are to blame – not aliens. The super-rich powerful elite – some of whom are completely unknown to us – are terrestrial. We are quite literally our own worst enemy. Even the more sinister forces working behind the scenes, manipulating this elite, while they may operate on a different plane of existence, are still terrestrial – just like you and me, but having worked extremely hard, over many centuries, to gain so-called paranormal powers.

Hostile extraterrestrial forces would not need to dress-up as (or “shape-shift into the form of”) a queen or a pope or a bodyguard in order to do us harm. Surely they could annihilate us with the flick of a switch!

Our interplanetary neighbours

Since the 1950s the idea that there is intelligent life on Mars and Venus, or any other planet in this Solar System, has gone out of fashion. “Science” has supposedly “proved” this to be “impossible”.

If you believe in God, and believe that the most intelligent thing he has ever created is a human being, then my response would be that he hasn’t done a very good job!
But, strangely, although astronomers may have concluded that we have to look further afield if we are to find an alien civilisation, theoretical physics – unexpectedly enough – could be applied to open our minds to the opposite conclusion. Once we accept the possibility of concepts such as parallel universes and the like, all the normal “rules” about life as we know it, become virtually irrelevant. Who is to say that life on another planet necessarily exists at the same frequency of vibration as us – visible to our physical eyes?

Even without theoretical physics, surely we should not rule out any possibility whatsoever of what form an alien intelligence might take. There are even creatures in the sea so strange as to defy conventional understanding of how life works – so imagine the innumerable possibilities for life on other planets!

According to the space contacts of Dr. George King (1919-1997), Founder of The Aetherius Society, most of the planets in this Solar System are inhabited – but not on this plane of existence. As such their civilisations are completely undetectable by terrestrial science, in its current stage of development. These intelligences are vastly more advanced than us in every respect – physically, mentally, psychically, spiritually, and of course – technologically. They have evolved beyond the ridiculous wickedness that is a daily occurrence on Earth – such as war – and live with complete peace and harmony on their own planets, and between planets.

We are protected
It is not that there are no evil intelligences anywhere in the universe except on Earth – that would be absurd. But, when hostile alien forces try to invade this planet, as they have done on numerous occasions – the might they display is far more sinister than a shape-shifting old lady who turns into a lizard. These are colossal, powerful, military races, thousands, if not millions of years ahead of us. We haven’t even the faintest hope of defending ourselves. This is why we are protected by our planetary neighbours. Peaceful by nature, they nevertheless do recognise the need, in extreme circumstances, to apply force to protect the weak. This they do as little as possible. They don’t attack with gratuitous violence and all guns blazing, killing the enemy in some bloodthirsty orgy of anger and vengeance, to show off their strength. They keep loss of life to an absolute minimum – however evil the invaders may be – even if they themselves are put in greater danger as a result. What is more, even this level of defensive action, they will only resort to when there is no other option, and when even more advanced beings than them give them permission.

These more advanced beings, known as “The Lords of Karma”, are not bound to a single planet – they are virtually a part of the very fabric of creation itself, responsible for the logical execution of the laws of the universe – and as such, quite literally, defy our understanding, or even our imagination.

Why don’t our extraterrestrial saviours land openly?
Because we are not ready. People often ask for a sign. The response of these beings to that is: Why don’t you give us a sign – a sign that we would use their help and technology for good, and not for evil. While we continue to kill one another, steal from one another, hoard wealth while others starve etc. – what point is there in them landing? What would we do? If they landed and commanded us to pull ourselves together and behave in a proper humane manner – would we? Some might, many would take no notice, and others would actively plot to try and discredit our alien visitors, and attack them – not that they would stand a chance.

Expecting them to land now and sort everything out for us is like a naughty 7-year-old wanting a University Professor to turn up at his house one day to help him with the sums he has for homework which he is too lazy to try to do by himself. You might say: well, if they are so powerful, why don’t they bring about such a change upon Earth that people act in a more civilized, peaceful manner?

They could do this. But if they did do this, they would be robbing us of our free will. We would not learn anything. We have to do these things by ourselves. Not completely by ourselves, because they do help us, but, to an extent at least, we have to make our own decisions.

How are they helping us?
This is a huge subject – and can get quite complex, so I would like to stick to just two of the many ways that they are working – working very hard – to help Earth at this time, and in the recent past. One key to understanding extraterrestrial science is understanding spiritual energy. Spiritual energy is not some vague, air-fairy thing that magically appears when you light a few candles, run a hot bath and put on classic FM. It is a real power – just as real as an energy like electricity – but far more important. It can be stored and measured. It has the power to heal, to inspire, and to protect. Exactly what it is, and how it works – we on Earth do not really understand. But whether we understand or not, we can all invoke it. Every good thought and action will bring this energy into being in one way or another.

All it is really is prana – the universal life force – conditioned by love. Prana is that energy which realizes potential. It brings things from unmanifest potential into manifestation. The simplest way to describe it is: prana is life. Love, in
In this sense, is not a mere sentimental, possessive emotion, but a selfless desire for the good of another being – or, even better, for everything in creation. Prayer, in essence is the invocation and transmission of spiritual energy – conditioning the energy of life with the power of true selfless love.

Great Spiritual Masters from the higher planes of Mars and elsewhere in this System, and even beyond, send vast amounts of this energy to people on Earth to help inspire us into changing for the better, and maturing to the point where we would be able to join them in the Interplanetary Confederation.

**Do aliens walk among us?**

Possibly. But even if they are not doing so now, they definitely have done in the recent past – certainly in the last century. One little-known fact is that many of the most famous figures in our spiritual history are in fact beings from other planets. Jesus, Buddha, Krishna, Confucius, Lao Zi, Moses, St Peter and others – all came from other worlds in this Solar System. They did not land in a spacecraft, fully grown. They chose to allow a small part of their vast consciousnesses to be born into Earth-bodies with Earth-brains – bodies and brains just like ours, with no inherent special abilities. But their consciousnesses were so advanced as to cause them to make the best possible use of these bodies and brains – achieving and demonstrating the pinnacle of human potential.

They came to give teaching, and perform other, more complex tasks, to help mankind. The reason why the teachings they gave are different from each other in many respects is two-fold: (1) Truth is multi-faceted – different aspects of truth help different cultures at different periods of history; (2) The teachings aren’t really all that different at all – but they have been warped throughout the centuries, whether through error, or deliberately in order to better control believers and keep them in fear – and the elite in power.

If mankind lives by the real, pure essence of any of the different paths given by these great Masters – then our extraterrestrial neighbours will land and share their wisdom and technology openly with us.

**Aliens are here to save the world**

Some alien intelligences are simply visiting Earth to observe us at what is a very critical time in our history. But some who are more advanced are actively engaged in preventing us from destroying ourselves – and helping us to rise upwards. Not to mention protecting us from hostile interplanetary invaders. However, they can only help us insofar as we allow them to do so. We have to demonstrate a certain degree of self-determination to put right the wrongs of our world ourselves, for them to be allowed to intervene. Otherwise the Lords of Karma will not permit it. So perhaps the title of this article should actually be: ‘Aliens are here to help us save the world’.

This is a very serious matter indeed. We live in a state of childish ignorance – imagining that we are safe – despite the vastness of the galaxy, despite the way we idiotically hurl nuclear weapons about, and despite the reckless disregard we show one another or our environment. This childish ignorance, by Karmic Law, must end. It can end in two ways: (1) Apocalypse – of whatever kind – where we see and experience the consequences of our irresponsible actions; or (2) Where we choose to change for the better, before apocalypse strikes – and build a better world for all!

**The choice is ours...**
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To learn more about higher life in this Solar System, you are recommended: Contacts with the Gods from Space by Dr. George King with Richard Lawrence, UFOs and the Extraterrestrial Message by Richard Lawrence, and You Are Responsible! by Dr. George King.